CO LL ABO R ATING WITH R ESE ARCH E R S
TO DE VE LO P VIDEO - BASE D
LE AR N ING R ESOURCES

Video is emotionally engaging and appeals to a wide range of audiences. The power of video in learning and
teaching is well established and is further enhanced when informed by research and authentic narratives,
offering new opportunities to engage learners and to stimulate discussion and reflection.
More affordable hardware and software - combined with widely available online portals - makes the process
of video capturing, editing and publishing an increasingly accessible option for designing, developing and
distributing learning and teaching resources.
Mark Parry, Educational Developer, Learning and Teaching Centre, Macquarie University
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Publishing and References
• Project website was launched at Macquarie University, July 2010

• Howard, A. (2010) Language, " Practice and Power: The Emergence of Asset Based Community

www.altcexchange.edu.au/group/cross-cultural-supervision-project

Development (ABCD) on the Central Coast of NSW " University of Sydney

(featuring scenarios, strategies, bibliography and additional resources)
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• Interviews captured with researcher’s own camera, later edited with
existing photographs and other assets (eg video, music), most of which
were supplied by the community groups involved.
• Final DVD features ten community stories (each 5-10 mins) showcasing
projects and initiatives including a music festival, women’s support network,
mental health drama group, building new parks and playgrounds, school
and community garden, men’s support initiative, international ﬁlm night
and music, dance and social group.
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